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INVESTMENT OBJECTIVE
The investment objective of Tavistock PROFILE 8 is to deliver long 
term capital growth by investing in a range of global financial markets. 
The portfolio is typically comprised of higher risk investments such 
as equities and commodities but will also contain a few medium risk 
investments such as bonds and property.

October has a notorious reputation for some of the worst equity market corrections 
in history: The Great Crash (1929), Black Monday (1987) and the post Lehman 
Brother’s sell-off (2008). October 2018 is unlikely to go down in the history books, 
but it was still the worst month for the S&P 500 since 2011. Hardest hit was the 
technology sector, namely the high-flying FANG stocks (Facebook, Amazon, Netflix 
and Google). Losses were not confined to the US as European, Asian and emerging 
market bourses also declined during the month with the MSCI World equity index 
down -7.42%. The equity sell-off fuelled a flight to quality and the 10-year US 
treasury yield fell to 3.06%, its lowest level in 3-weeks. Other safe-haven assets, 
such as the Japanese yen and gold also rallied. The US Dollar Index, which tracks 
the currency against a basket of 6 global peers, rose 2.10%. Meanwhile, sterling 
fell to a 10-week low of 1.27 vs the US dollar amid ongoing Brexit negotiations. 
We continue to believe that the pound is fundamentally undervalued and expect 
strong upside potential by the end of Q1 2019. Commodities were lower overall, 
following sharp falls in the price of oil. Our decision to de-risk the portfolios, by 
raising cash and rotating into minimum volatility trading strategies has worked 
well and reduced losses. However, we do not believe the recent correction signals 
the end of the 9-year equity bull market. In fact, it represents a lower entry 
point because the economic fundamentals remain positive. The global economy 
remains strong and core inflation is subdued. As such, we plan to redeploy cash 
into attractively valued assets over the coming weeks. This month we raised cash 
in the portfolios by reducing our exposure to global equities. Towards the end of 
the period, we initiated a new position in a “momentum’ based Smart Beta ETF. 
Momentum investing is a strategy of buying stocks that have a track record of 
strong and consistent performance. The new allocation tempers our defensive 
positioning versus the benchmark, allowing us to participate in a potential relief 
rally following the October sell-off. This month we did not make any changes to 
our investments in fixed income, commodities or property.

TOP 5 ETF HOLDINGS

iShares Diversified Commodity Swap
iShares Edge MSCI Europe Multifactor 
iShares Edge S&P 500 Minimum Volatility 
iShares S&P Small Cap 600 
MS SciBeta HFE US Equity 6F EW
The top 5 ETF holdings comprise 37.0% of PROFILE 8 

MANAGER COMMENTARY
Tavistock PROFILE 8 returned -4.74% in October. The 
Market Composite Benchmark and the IA Flexible 
Investment sector returned -5.70% and -5.01% respectively. 
The profile has a rolling 1-year return of -1.51%.
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INVESTMENT PHILOSOPHY
The fund management industry has experienced significant change in 
the last quarter of a century. Product innovation has enabled investors to 
benefit from wider exposure to global financial markets with far greater 
efficiency and at a lower cost. Index-tracking investments such as Exchange 
Traded Funds have grown increasingly important and form the building 
blocks for all of the portfolios managed by Tavistock Wealth. We believe 
an actively managed, globally allocated, multi-asset portfolio, comprised 
of low-cost ETFs with diversified holdings in equity, bond, commodity and 
property markets is statistically more likely to outperform a traditional 
active manager almost all of the time. 

TAVISTOCK PROFILES
The Tavistock PROFILES are risk progressive and designed to cater for the 
varying risk appetite of different investors. Each PROFILE is comprised of 
holdings in the risk progressive ACUMEN Portfolios, which invest in highly 
diversified baskets of ETFs. The ACUMEN Portfolios are constructed and 
optimised by Tavistock primarily using 

BENCHMARKS
The market composite benchmark (GBP Hedged) is the Bloomberg Barclays 
Global Aggregate Bond Index (20%) and the iShares MSCI World ETF (80%). 
The peer group benchmark is the Investment Association’s Flexible Investment 
sector. Benchmark performance is evaluated over a rolling twelve-month 
investment cycle.

THIS DOCUMENT IS ISSUED BY TAVISTOCK WEALTH LIMITED 
AND IS FOR USE BY PROFESSIONAL INTERMEDIARIES ONLY. 
IT SHOULD NOT BE RELIED UPON BY A RETAIL CLIENT.
Tavistock Wealth Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial 
Conduct Authority. Tavistock Wealth Limited is a wholly owned subsidiary of 
Tavistock Investments Plc. This document does not constitute an offer to 
subscribe or invest in the Tavistock PROFILES nor buy or sell shares in 
the ACUMEN Portfolios. The ACUMEN Portfolios are sub-funds of the 
ACUMEN OEIC. The Prospectus is the only authorised document for 
offering shares in the ACUMEN Portfolios and investors are required 
to read the Key Investor Information Document (KIID) before investing. 
Documentation is available free of charge at www.ifslfunds.com or 
by calling 0845 1231084. Tavistock Wealth Limited does not provide 
investment advice. This document may not be reproduced, disclosed 
or distributed without the prior written permission of Tavistock Wealth 
Limited. iShares® and BlackRock® are registered trademarks of 
BlackRock, Inc. and its affiliates (“BlackRock”) and are used under license. 
Further, BlackRock, Inc. and its affiliates including, but not limited to, 
BlackRock Investment Management (UK) Limited, are not affiliated 
with Tavistock Wealth Limited and its affiliates. Accordingly, BlackRock 
makes no representations or warranties regarding the advisability 
of investing in any product or service offered by Tavistock Wealth 
Limited or any of its affiliates. BlackRock has no obligation or liability in 
connection with the operation, marketing, trading or sale of any product 
or service offered by Tavistock Wealth Limited or any of its affiliates. 

The value of investments held in the Tavistock PROFILES may fall as well as rise. Past performance should not be seen as an indication of future performance. The 
Tavistock PROFILES are a white-labelled offering based on the DFM Portfolio Management Service provided by PB Financial Planning; a trading style of Tavistock 
Private Client Limited, which is a wholly owned subsidiary of Tavistock Investments Plc.  Tavistock Private Client is authorised and regulated by the Financial 
Conduct Authority. The PROFILE inception date is 18/02/08. All Tavistock PROFILE performance data up until 31/12/16 has been provided by PB Financial Planning. 
As of 01/01/17, all Tavistock PROFILES invest in a blend of the ACUMEN Portfolio range. All performance data thereafter is provided by Tavistock Wealth Limited. 
Source of data: PB Financial Planning, Tavistock Wealth Limited, Thomson Reuters and Lipper for Investment Management unless otherwise stated. The on-
going charges and past performance stated may differ slightly depending on the platform being used. Date of data: 31st October 2018 unless otherwise stated.

ABOUT TAVISTOCK WEALTH
Tavistock Wealth manages over £1bn of assets on behalf of all clients. We 
aim to provide private clients with access to institutional quality portfolio 
management at a retail price. Our model portfolios provide individual 
investors with the benefit of collective buying power to ensure that the 
charges they incur for model portfolio management, platform fees and 
dealing are amongst the lowest in the industry. Tavistock Wealth is a 
subsidiary of Tavistock Investments Plc, the UK wide financial services 
group. Currently, Tavistock has over 200 financial advisers helping 50,000+ 
private clients look after more than £3.5bn of investments.
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The Tavistock PROFILES are available on the following platforms:

CONTACT INFORMATION
Tavistock Wealth Limited, 1 Bracknell Beeches, Old Bracknell Lane, 
Bracknell, RG12 7BW United Kingdom T: +44 (0)1753 867000     
www.tavistockwealth.com      e-mail: investments@tavistockwealth.com
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INVESTMENT TEAM
Christopher Peel is the Chief Investment Officer of Tavistock Wealth 
and carries direct responsibility for all discretionary investments at the 
firm. Together with John Leiper, Head of Portfolio Management, and the 
portfolio management team, they co-manage the risk progressive range 
of ACUMEN Portfolios (UCITS funds) and the Tavistock PROFILES (model 
portfolios).

THIRD-PARTY RISK RATING
Tavistock PROFILE 8 has been independently risk profiled by Dynamic Planner:

IA Sector - Flexible Investment
Target volatility - 10.6% to 12.0%  
Daily dealing
OCF - 1.19%
Transaction Costs - 0.02%
Estimated total charges - 1.21%         
Multi-Asset: 
  Equities     Bonds
  Commodities    Property


